Compie Smashing Record Of Victories 'Fears By Many, Ridiculed By None'

The S.U. Debating Club has become one of the big powers in inter-collegiate forensic circles—feared by many, ridiculed by none, the U.S. "talksters" have compiled a smashing record of victories. The club has done such a magnificent job that the JOURNAL recently interviewed Miss Jean McFie, club president, and obtained the story of the set up and function of 20 Derme's star club of the month.

ANNUAL TOPIC

"Teams are composed of affirmative and negative speakers who argue this year's topic—Resolved: The Congress of the U.S. should adopt a Compulsory Fair Employment Practice Law," Jeann said. This topic was set up by a board of national coaches and every school must adopt it.

Varisty Club Cancels Dance

Burt Herman, chairman of the Varisty club dance committee, announced he was obliged to call off the dance scheduled for Friday, February 13, at the Hotel Manhattan. Burt placed the blame for this social erosion on the lack of cooperation and interest in the Varsity club this year.

Said Burt, "I see a serious threat to future club functions if the members don't perk up. It is the first time in the club's history that such an occasion has been taken. Prior to this year, the Varsity club dance was the social event of the year, always proving socially and economically profitable. According to Herman, plans may be drawn up for another social late in the spring. "I feel the year wouldn't be complete without another great Varsity club social," said Herman.

RESNICK SCORES 75!

Resnick goes wild as Suffolk swamps Burdett 107-71. (See Story Page Eight)

SUFFOLK'S DILIGENT DEBATORS MAKE FORENSIC FIREWORKS FLY!
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GLAMOR POLL PICKS MISS SU FINALISTS

King Cuddles Carioffles

Role Is Regal Robes At WASU Cupid Caper

Chubby, chuckling Mel Carioffles, Beacon Hill's man of distinction, rivalled British coronation pageantry when he was chosen "Mr. Suffolk" at WASU's Valentine dance. Smiling Mel was crowned regal ruler of Suffolk's environs by June Robideau, WASU president.

His crimson paper crown was accentuated by a crepe paper throne. His court attendants were George Day, Peter Beatrice, Les Shoohan and Al Alford.

Vowing an unforgetable dance WASU members held a clandestine meeting to choose "Mr. Suffolk." The girls agreed it was a difficult choice and thrashed out names of deserving nominees. When the smoke of debate cleared, "Mr. Carioffles" was the name on top.

Mel received a carton of cigarettes, a solid gold cigarette case and a tie. His stallwart knights in shining armor were presented with ties. Cries of "speech!" "speech!" echoed through the Rec Hall as Mel achieved his monarch's role.

Unable to spout purple prose Mel simply said, "My thanks to everyone for crowning me with such a great honor."

Entertainment led by Tennessee Albert and his guitar got the festivities off to a roaring second half. As the couples slowly eased from the dance floor at the second stroke of midnight, "Mr. Suffolk" was silently surveying his kingdom.

S. U. Glee Club

Dream Comes True

In a short time the ballroom halls of Suffolk will ring with the melodic voices of a Glee club. Plans tentatively set up before final exams are achieving fruition in a university choral group.

Sal Paratore, a student at the New England Conservatory, has been named club director. He will be assisted by president of Student Affairs, John V. Colburn.

The club has swelled its ranks to 65 and a series of meetings is in the offering. Students are cordially invited to "shout till the rafters fall," and may contact club officers if they wish to join.

The group will participate in all S.U. social activities, including commencement exercises.

The group will be president: June Robideaue, vice president: Nancy Sullivan, secretary: Jean McPherson, and treasurer: Leona Drew Jackson.
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FIVE GEORGEOUS GALS CASH IN ON BLEND OF BRAINS AND BEAUTY

The Miss Suffolk finalists have been chosen: A large and enthusiastic turnout at the glamorous poll has nominated Lorraine F. Foley, Marie J. Frassica, Shirley L. Hunkins, June K. Robideau and Anne Sulley.

The queen of Suffolk will be picked, by vote, from this lovelycool queen. Runners up will serve as her royal court.

Exciting and Colorful

As yet plans for 'Miss Suffolk's' coronation are not definite, but Student Council president Mel Carioffles, guarantees the affair to be one of the most exciting and colorful events of the year.
PERSPECTIVE

Congratulations to L. A. senior Weston Mac Arthur, whose son was born on Feb. 17. Your editors urged Wes to give his first child the glorious handle of Christopher Alan Richard Mac Arthur.

It has been said that political bedfellows are those who use the same Runky.

DON'T MISS Dr. Murphy's comments on the modern novel in this issue.

Mike Karess seems to come up with more news stories for the JOURNAL than anyone else. Trouble is, they all concern Mike Karess.

If you can't make both ends meet, make one vegetable.

The trouble with blank verse is that there's nothing there.

HINT! The loneliest duo at 20 Derne are the JOURNAL editors. They receive less mail than Homer Pickett. (Who's he?)

GET WELL! Coach Charlie Law and Peter Beatrice—we need you.

COULD IT BE SPAGHETTI???? What's the secret of Jack Reenick's basketball talent?

S.U. has the most congenial faculty—always willing to give a student a hand. Dr. Copp didn't think twice to say "Yes," when yearbook editors asked him to give up room 22 for one week, so seniors could have their pictures taken.

Dr. Hannay was observed giving a short demonstration in the faculty office to a student who was having speaking difficulties. I wonder if that student realized he was getting a free lecture from an authority unequalled in that field.

If you can ever find them in, the faculty members will gladly spend time with anyone who needs help, or is just looking for pleasant conversation.

Which adds up to this: THE S.U. FACULTY IS THE GREATEST!

S.U. senior after four years: "I thought I'd sit up front and get an 'A'."

Don't jump at conclusions; let them jump at you.

200 B. A. Students
In Surprise Tribute
To Richard Carson

Two-hundred business administration students jammed room 56 for a surprise send off to instructor Richard A. Carson during his last class of the semester before leaving S.U. to join industry.

Mike Karess, senior class president, awarded Mr. Carson a 37 jewel, goldplated, Elgin watch on behalf of his students. It was inscribed as follows: "To Richard A. Carson from the students of Suffolk University."

Interior Decorator

Mr. Carson has left S.U. to open an interior decorating business in Washington, D.C. He was instructor in business administration since his graduation from the business school in 1948.

Karris presented the watch, with these words: "I have the honor to present to you a little token of appreciation for being a great fellow as well as a fine instructor."

Cites Suffolk Students

Mr. Carson gave a short speech in accordance with the fine work of his students.

Stan Becker, business club president, originated the idea for the award and selected the watch. Said Stan: "The students start their own business and enthusiastic in their contributions which was evidence of their respect for Mr. Carson."

JAZZ CONCERT
MARCH 14th

INSIDE S.U.

By PHYLLIS KLEIN and NANCY SULLIVAN

The French club banquet on February 10 was a huge success. Congratulations to Charles Wannic, president of the Spanish club, who condescended to go.

To GROAN DAY and others: we know that it is not our fault, boys; but, where is the money to buy the material to make the drapes for the Rec Hall windows? It seems a shame to let it go when so many students have done so much work painting and cleaning.

Girls

Did Irene O'Leary quit economics because of the lack of girls or the perfume (good word) of boys in the class?

Speaking of girls: Who can't the girls' basketball team get together for one practice before the season is over? I guess they are trying to preserve their perfect record... no wins.

We see where a Glee club has been formed. Slang pretty, now. Miss Suffolk.

That great annual affair has come upon us... the election of Miss Suffolk. The Primaries are over but the voting has just actually begun. Come on, folks, vote for your favorite co-ed!

Chaos Team

For a change of pace, Suffolk University has at last joined the Ivy League: A Chaos Tournament will be run (sort of) among Harvard, B.U. and Suffolk. All those interested should report to Zazelisch with the chess set in the Rec Hall.

Have you noticed the election posters on the walls of the Student Council office? Very interesting.

FROM THE BACKROOM:

A college student waiting in court yesterday with his students: "I thought I'd sit up front and get a seat."

Don't be surprised if your new professor looks like your old professor. He may be a different person.
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HI there! It’s been a long time since this gentleman sat for this column; I have been called to the block to take my 600 word limit. It has been so long since you have read The Fourth Estate and so long since you have seen me in the halls of this great University that you might think I graduated. You couldn’t be further from the truth. I am still hard at work on the JOURNAL and I hope you enjoy the results.

From The Fourth Estate

So many things have changed since you last heard from me. With the end of the semester coming up, I’ll be talking about the end of the month and the end of the semester. May 21.

W. R. D.

Jazz Concert

March 14th

Nothing-nothing-beats better taste

and LUCKIES

Taste Better!

Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke?

You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment.

Why? Luckies are made better to taste better. And, for better taste-for the cleaner, fresher, smoother cigarette.
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The Beacon Will Shine If You Pay Up QUICK

Year Book Money is Due!
ATTORNEY GENERAL GEORGE FINGOLD

The genial Suffolkite attended Malden High School and graduated from Suffolk Law in 1950. He began his law practice in Malden where, until assuming his present duties as protector of the state’s citizens, he had practiced in the same building.

The office of Attorney General is often thought to be a cut-and-dried position. It’s far from that, however, since he is the lawyer for all the people of the state.

“Every matter that concerns our citizens is important to me,” he said, “and the protection of their rights is my business.”

Mr. Fingold believes that the undue emphasis on crime is sometimes false and misleading.

“Conditions today are so much worse than 10, 20, or 50 years ago,” he stated.

The newly organized Business Alumni Association is present to honor able president George Karavas, set the business and functions of this first University Alumni Association.

The organization was held in the Rec Hall, and since tickets are limited, obtain tickets in the JOURNAL office.

Business Alumni Kick-Off Function

The newly organized Business Alumni Association is present to honor able president George Karavas, set the business and functions of this first University Alumni Association.

The organization was held in the Rec Hall, and since tickets are limited, obtain tickets in the JOURNAL office.

SUFFOLK JOURNAL

WEST SIDE ROOMS

8 FIRST CLASS ALLEYS
STREAMLINED CONSTRUCTION
AUTOMATIC PIN SETTING MACHINES

BOSTON DAYLIGHT ALLEYS

“WHERE EVERYBODY BOWLS”

8 FIRST CLASS ALLEYS
STREAMLINED CONSTRUCTION
Automatic Pin Setting Machines

107 CAMBRIDGE ST.
BOSTON, MASS.
(Over The Shawmut Bank)
**SUFFOLK JOURNAL**

**PAGE FOUR**

**MURPHY LOOKS AT NOVEL**

**Discusses Faults Of Modern Author**

**Explains Cause Of 'Literary Anemia'**

This is the third in a series of articles written for the **SUFFOLK JOURNAL** by members of the faculty. Each month, the **JOURNAL** selects one professor to discuss existing topics in his or her particular field.

This month, our contributor is Dr. Ella M. Murphy, Associate Professor of English. Her subject is, "What Is The Matter With the Modern Novel?"

"What is the matter with the modern novel?" the editor of the **SUFFOLK JOURNAL** asks. The question assumes something is wrong with it, and most people agree. The agreement, however, stops there. There is no unanimity as to 'what'; accordingly, everyone feels free to do his own diagnosing. He is reasonably safe in doing so, for contradiction is merely a part of the mixture of opinion. Probably what is not a single thing, and its origin is of long standing.

At the middle of the last century when Mr. A. bought a novel, he knew exactly what he was buying; a novel was a novel. When he took it home, Mrs. A. had no hesitation in gathering her family about it. Everyone was congenial and every object was clear. Everyone was interested in the new wine? Primarily it was the old wine that was话题。It is hard-hitting sentences, and the underlying toughness of his reportorial directness - born of his experience and his old words were not adequate. There had been a change. Hemingway saw that it was a genuine historical directness - born of his experiences with newspaper technique - his hard-hitting sentences and his search for the right word no matter where it might lead resulted in revolutionizing the form.

Naturalistic Novel

Interest in science and scientific light in literature co-existed for the so-called naturalistic novel, which treats objectively the mere occurrence previouly by-passed aspects of environments. The world of the novel had always been plot, as Thomas McNichols, Dr. Ella Murphy, June Robideau, WASU president, and other observers of the modern novel have found. The adaptation of old forms to new subject matter has, furthermore, tended to become experimentation for its own sake, a smashing of patterns per se. Experimentation has not been substituted for content, and it is an empty substitution. Novel even experimentation stands still.

Television and Radio

The sweep of world events as chronicled in the papers, over the radio, on television, and in books is absorbing the attention. He has tried the ordinary routine of daily life and his opposite, the ultra-sensational; he has tried various approaches to history; he has tried religion; he has tried straight reporting; and he has seized the realm of the future as its opposite, the ultra-sensation-ality. It has added little in the way of financial ruin, the bread lines, the Bread Lines and the Dead and Malvaux's MANS FATE, for instance.

Psychological treatment of character has been over-worked to the point that a whole generation of authors and critics have passed over after the total exhaustion of soil. Very likely the novel is temporarily exhausted. Perhaps it is trying to decide whether to dig deeper on the spot where it is, or to try to trace its steps, or to begin anew, and "give it a lift." Such figures have appealed in the past.

What is the matter with the modern novel? No one knows. However, anaemia brought about by a variety of causes is a safe diagnosis-so safe, perhaps, that one can be certain it is wrong.
RESPONSIBILITY

Aceredication marks the start of a new era in Suffolk University's history. It places a grave but beneficial responsibility in the hands of the undergraduates, alumni, faculty and administration.

We have an illustrious alumni that has proven to the world that Suffolk is a worthy school. Under Presidents Joseph Strain, and Harold Stone, that alumni is being drawn together.

Our basketball team boasts the highest scorer of New England college loop squads — Jack Reiner made sports headlines with his 76 point spurt against Burdette.

Our sports program has leaped into full gear. The list of baseball aspirants is the largest in four years. This season's schedule promises big name competition.

We have an illustrious alumni that has proven to the world the Suffolk grad's worth. Under Professor Joseph Strain, and Harold Stone, that alumni is being drawn together.

We must be proud of our school and that pride must be translated into support by all of us. The STUDENTS must support Suffolk functions; by keeping up their academic standings, THE ALUMNI by boosting their alma, mater; by allowing funds for the maintenance of our programs in on the actual through their undergraduates in the university as profitable, pleasurable and memorable at present.

Our student council membership has leaped into full gear. The list of baseball aspirants is the largest in four years. This season's schedule promises big name competition.

It is a job for the whole Suffolk family working together for the benefit of each other. Remember, it's OUR school—let's make it the BEST school.

HARRY'S a disgrace to think a book could be missing for 3 years—but a tracer on it and phone my office immediately on any information—and furthermore.

COUNCIL LOWERS THE BOOM

The lowering of the boom on card playing at S.U. has had many repercussions. The ultimate generated mixed emotions among the student body.

There are those who feel that such a step was not warranted and achieved without much deliberation pro and con. There are those who feel that the penalty (expulsion from school) for offenders is too harsh, and there are those who greatly applaud it.

The JOURNAL proudly falls into line with the latter group and salutes the students and members of the Student Council who remained firm in their belief that card playing is but a necessary prelude to gambling, hence it must be destroyed in the bud.

Rumors speed faster than jets, and before the spiders of gossip begin to weave their web of discontent the JOURNAL takes the liberty of exploring the facts.

To those who feel that the step was unwarranted and passed without due deliberation we have this to say—every conceivable facet of the problem received careful consideration before agreement; to abolish card playing was reached, Student Council president, Mel Cariofiles, and the Student Council members knew something must be done and done fast. Dean McNicoll and the council spent time and effort exploring the problem.

Card playing had appeared at Suffolk before and a system of soft-soaping with strong detergents failed to work. Finally, agreement was unanimous to preserve the integrity of Suffolk, and card playing in all forms was abolished.

To those who feel that the penalty imposed is dictatorial and brutal we say this—suffice it to say, the penalty was set up, the card playing would not stop and things would continue on their merry way despite being told to cease. Such a penalty is only fair. Students now know the consequences. If they rebel, they need offer no excuse.

To those who vigorously applauded the move we say, thanks. It is gratifying to know that a certain segment of students realize such activities serve to tear down the ideals and founding principles of our university.

A word of appreciation is due President Cariofiles and members of the council for refusing to relinquish their fight to see justice done. Though such public pressure was set up, the card playing would not stop and things would continue on their merry way despite being told to cease. Such a penalty is only fair. Students now know the consequences. If they rebel, they need offer no excuse.
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**JACK RESNICK HITS FOR 75**

**Breaks Scoring Record As SU Downs Burdett 107-71**

Jacc Resnick, Suffolk's 5'8" hoop giant, made basketball history by cracking, up 75 points, as the Blue and Gold swamped Assumption College, 107-71.

Resnick, who had been hitting for a 20 point average previous to the game, worked effortlessly as he peppered the basket with a variety of shots.

With Harry Chaney and Charlie Shapiro, out of the other scoring honors, the Rams moved into a commanding 38-25 halftime lead.

**Breaks Record**

The crowd, sensing Resnick's rate of breaking a record, got to root him on as the final half got underway.

After the three minute mark of the third period, he put on a tremendous show, shooting, many times, missing few.

Bob Cousy

Accurate passing by Paul Moonjian and Jack Furtill, players just beginning to come into their own accounts, accounted for large percentage of points amassed by Resnick, Moonjian, who re-presented the Rams in the mind-the-passing, was never as sharp as he was in this game.

By this time, the befuddled Burdettians were too tired to cause any serious problems to the Blue Hoopsters, and were solidly content with the box shouter that followed Resnick's record.

**Leading Scorer**

Resnick, a graduate of Boston English, was the Rams' second leading scorer last year.

During his stay at English, he won three varsity basketball letters, besides being a unanimous choice on every of the school's basketball team.

In 1950, Resnick's English team led the Tourney play off to a game to an East High squad.

**Tech Tourney**

The following year, English finished second in the Wally Burditt tourney, but was defeated by Lawrencetown Central by one point in the second round of the sixteen team, Resnick scored 12 points.

A tall and very thin, Resnick is a sociology major, and expects to go on to post-graduate school from Suffolk.

**Third Period Flurry**

**Beats Rams 6-3**

A third period scoring spree by Holy Cross put a stopper on S.U.'s hopes, as the Crusaders skated to a 63 triumph at Lynn Arena Feb. 17.

The Rams, with any nifty to a flying start in Fred Maters pulled the Crusaders, equal out of his net and sent a stinging shot into the cage.

A slick unassisted effort by Tony Oliveri if the red light once more at 30:04 of the final period, put the Rams ahead, 63-57.

The second period saw Fred Maters comfortable on a book play as he whipped the puck past the sprawling Holy Cross Crusaders goalie, Bill Moran.

Dick Bean and Lido Demasi put a slasher on the Mt. St. James rushes as they protected Rams goalie Jack Mulherne from any flying pucks.

**Suffolk Hoopsters Bow To Howell In 79-67 Thriller**

Flashing the brilliance which has been shown of him since the season's inaugural, Bernie Wiener, freshman from Lynn Classical, poured in 27 points as a reserve Suffolk quintet bowed to Lowell Textile, 79-67, in a game at Lowell.

Fitting with slinging one and two hand sets, Wiener combined with Charlie Shapiro and Jack Resnick to give the Rams an early lead. From then on, the game was closer, but Suffolk remained in front at half ended, 38-30.

The second half was "dog eat dog," as the lead changed hands frequently.

**Rams Take Lead**

Using the fast break, the Rams forged ahead by 98-83 on a perfect shot by Wiener, Smith and Goodwin in two pointers on consecutive break-aways.

But Lowell began to get hot. With six minutes remaining, Twoys pulled ahead 86-81. Resnick tied it at 81, and at the four minute mark moved the Blue and Gold out front, 84-82 on two fort shots.

**Lowell Overcomes**

At this point, Lowell completely monopolized both boards, and scored six straight points. A stopper by Resnick, led by Howell, 68, S.U., 60. An over the head set by Wiener brought the Beacon Hillers to within one point of the Textilers.

With six minutes remaining in the game, Textile began hitting with consistent accuracy, and scored six straight points.

Lowell's Ed Harrity was second to Wiener in points with 22, as the final Hiller affair was a fabulous floor game, came up with 15 points.

**3 NEW STUDENTS IN PHI BETA CHI**

Club president, Dick Rockefeller, has announced that three Suffolk students were initiated into Phi Beta Chi, Suffolk fraternity.

Franklin Murphy, Raymond White and Gene Harrington, were favored at a special dinner meeting Wednesday, Feb. 18. Murphy feels he is eligible for fraternity consideration should choosing, Dick Rockefeller, Dr. Anderson.

The third period saw an early face up the game as the Crusaders peppered goalie Mulherne from every angle and sent a stinging shot into the cage.
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WALTZING JACK!

Sophomore Jack Remick von sports immortality, last week, and waltzing all the way to the top of Sigma Chi, by pumping home one amazing total of 78 points—riding S.U.'s charging Ram to a 107-71 triumph over Burdett College, at the West End House.

The little chum of 36 Deane has stolen part of the sports spotlight from Rio Grande jowes, lanky Bevo Francis.

Remick's talent in basketball ecstasy asserts most individual scoring records in the New England circuit.

NUTRITION TO MATURITY

Suffolk has been speedily moved away from apparent malnutrition into "recognition maturity" by Dr. Remick's wonderful publicity-serum injection.

The scoring official had his buster day, as his pencil flashed, exhaustively, the name of Jack Remick to the tune of 31 goals, and 13 points via the촉구 route.

Any attempt to discredilt soph Jack's feat would be futile.

Art Geller, who coached the team, said, "It was a great showing—no one can deny it.

CHARLIE IS SICK

Charlie Lee, official Ram mentor, is in the hospital. Undoubtedly, his top-scorer's 75-point spurt pleased him no end.

At the time of the one-quarter mark whistle, hawk-eye Remick had tabulated 34 points.

Here, Remick tried to battle off Jack and put the "wangle" on the Suffolk ace.

"VOODOO BUM"

On a few occasions the entire Burnett team attempted to sit on the lid of the spring Suffolk cruncher-Jack. Their "vooodoo-bumed" failed however—Remick was not to be stopped!

Pressure at this eleventh game of S.U.'s 22-3 season was at breaking point from beginning to end.

"People never say die" teams finally wrenched a little attention forward itself and to the university.

BETTER GAMES AHEAD

Moreover, they have the squad that has the name of "Suffolk" ranks equal to any small-town school.

Better athletic schedules, at this time, seem like no small possibility.

Speaking most the future, only two boxers will be missing next year—S.U. will wish good luck to Jake Shahl and Jim Kitts in June.

Five members of the 52-3 array are freshmen. Paul Moenjan, George Minoles, Earlier, student Cecilia, Chick Shapiro and Levry Bennik will tread these glorious halls of Suffolk for three more years.

The win yesterday over the University of Vermont, 77-69, at the West End House, and the Rams' 107-71 rout over Burdett College, at the West End House, point spree in the waning seconds of the final period, the Rams' record 44-4, 22-3 in the league, will give the Rams' mentor Charlie Lee, an idea of the team's personality.

To the Rams, it will mean a chance to win the championship and to be the first team in the history of the college basketball.
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"Alienate People"
Debators

Continued from Page One

"It's quality plus quantity effort and the better debating gets the decision."

The club has registered an amazing total of 20 wins out of 30 intercollegiate debates. Its members really proved themselves, however, when they journeyed to the University of Vermont, where they piled up a high victory mark and put the name of Suffolk on the map.

Tufts Tournament

An invitation to the Tufts Tournament followed when once again the sign of the Rams made news.

"The debaters are issued handbooks which explain procedure and the technique of debating. By the time the second semester rolls around everyone has had enough action in 'combat' so that the tension at our linguistic-encounters remains at a high pitch," Jean said.

Not all debating is a serious and scholarly occupation.

Appreciate Husbands

"Once in a while we pick up a subject other than the standard one for a light-hearted debate. For example, in March the club will vie with Boston College on the topic: 'Resolved: American Women Do Not Fully Appreciate Their Husbands!'

Blow Out

Herman said as many as 50 seniors have not even offered partial payments! Several pleas in recent JOURNAL had deliberately been sent out to avoid possibility of a last-minute "blow-out."

Last year's BEACON staff unfortunately, faced that pathetic problem.

Delinquent Seniors!

Any mentionable success cannot be achieved without the complete cooperation of all seniors!

Deposits can be left with Frenchy Vachon or in the JOURNAL office.

NOW...10 Months Scientific Evidence

For Chesterfield

First and Only Premium Quality Cigarette in Both Regular and King-Size

A Medical Specialist is making regular bi-monthly examinations of a group of people from various walks of life. 45 percent of this group have smoked Chesterfield for an average of over ten years.

After ten months, the medical specialist reports that he observed...

no adverse effects on the nose, throat and sinuses of the group from smoking Chesterfield.
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Copyright 1953, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.